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1. Listen and fill in the missing words. 

What is a password? 

A password is a secret ____________. There are ____________, numbers and ____________ 

like & e @ 8 * ? . But you can use your fingerprint or ____________to lock your mobile 

____________, too. A password protects your ____________. It’s personal. Don’t tell anyone! 

 

2. Fill in the gaps with: combination, easy, eight, password, sentence, strong. 
Then listen and check.  

 

a. How to make ____________ passwords 

b. Use ____________ or more characters. 

c. Use a ____________ of letters, numbers and symbols. 

d. Make it strong but ____________ for you to remember. 

e. You can remember a ____________ and make your ____________ from it. 

 

3.  Match the letters and symbols or numbers. 

E $, 5 

L  # 

S  &, 4 

X 3 

A  1 

 

4. Find the odd one out. 

a. face   fingerprint   secret    password 

b. password  safe    strong    weak 

c. letter  number   protect   symbol   

d. code  combination   password   phone 
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SOLUTIONS 
 

1. Listen and fill in the missing words. 

What is a password? 

A password is a secret code. There are letters, numbers and symbols like & e @ 8 * ? . But you 

can use your fingerprint or face to lock your mobile phone, too. A password protects your 

information. It’s personal. Don’t tell anyone! 

 

2. Fill in the gaps with combination, easy, eight, password, sentence, strong. 
Then listen and check. 

 

a. How to make strong passwords 

b. Use eight or more characters. 

c. Use a combination of letters, numbers and symbols. 

d. Make it strong but easy for you to remember. 

e. You can remember a sentence and make your password from it. 

 
 

3.  Match the letters and symbols or numbers. 

E $, 5 

L  # 

S  &, 4 

X 3 

A  1 

 

4. Find the odd one out. 

a. face   fingerprint   secret   password 

b. password  safe    strong   weak 

c. letter  number   protect  symbol   

d. code  combination   password  phone 


